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**Description**

Please consider adding usf as an official input plugin
I have been able to build from [https://github.com/saschaklick/audacious-usf-plugin](https://github.com/saschaklick/audacious-usf-plugin) with relatively little hassle on a Fedora 29 Linux machine
This plugin will be of interest to videogame enthusiasts (specifically N64 fans)

**History**

#1 - March 22, 2019 17:21 - John Lindgren

What license is it under?
Are you the author?

#2 - May 26, 2019 19:51 - Ariadne Conill

I wrote the plugin originally, but we dropped it because:
- the emulator was buggy
- there was not much observed interest in USF modules

I think it is better that it stays under third party maintenance.